
 

ANNEX No. 1 

RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE 

PARTICIPANT  DECLARATION 

I, ………………………………., herby certify that:  

1.  I am of sufficient legal age to conclude an agreement . I am not  under the influence 

of alcohol or any non-prescription drugs that may exclude me or limit my 

psychosomatic abilities and will not let me make decision.  

2. I confirm that I am in good health to safely participate in RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA 

ADVENTURE on dates stated by the ORGANIZER.  

3. During  RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE run I will obey any rules and 

instructions given by the organizer or the team as well as by medical and rescue teams. 

4. I participate in RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE at my own risk, I acknowledge 

that the event is an intense test of my physical and mental limits. I am aware that 

RUNMAGEDDON runs are events of increased risk  during which I can suffer  injuries 

such as scrapes, bruises, sprains, cuts and fractures as well as bites, hypothermia and 

any discomfort connected with such events and therefore I declare that I am 

completely responsible for the mentioned above.  

5. I fully understand the risks involved in the event and assert that I am willingly and 

voluntarily participating at my own responsibility.  

6. In case of any injuries I hereby release, covenant not to claim, and discharge the 

organizer, RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE team and the other parties from any 

and all claims that I may have arising out of my participation in RUNMAGEDDON 

SAHARA ADVENTURE. 

7. I confirm to state only true data in this declaration. I confirm that I have no known or 

knowable physical or mental conditions that would affect my ability to safely 

participate in RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE. 

8. Any claims resulting from the data stated in this declaration, my participation in or 

connected with my participation in RUNMAGEDDON will be settled by the common 

court of general jurisdiction. 



9. I have read and fully accepted the terms of RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE as 

well as its annexes https://www.global.runmageddon.pl/imprezy/runmageddon-

sahara-20-03-2020/regulamin). 

10. I allow to use my name in relations from RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE run. 

11. I am aware that the participants struggles will be filmed by drone. The drone’s pilot is 

experienced and qualified to perform such flights safely. In case of any mistakes made 

by the pilot or damage of the drone I will take any safety precautions and will not touch 

or get close to the drone. In case of fall of the drone I will protect my head. 

12. I want to participate actively in RUNMAGEDDON SAHARA ADVENTURE and I declare to 

be aware of the fact, that this event will be recorded in pictures and movies and the 

relation from the event may be broadcasted later on. I agree to record and broadcast 

my image according to the information below:  

The public image – information:  

The event will be recorded and you may be present at photos and recordings while 

struggling during the sport competition. Broadcasting one’s public image is to 

popularize sport and enhance others to participate in future sport events. Pictures and 

movies are taken spontaneously by engaged photographers/ cameramen, who do it 

randomly focusing on interesting shots regardless the person .  

Broadcasting the image is based on an agreement stated by the photographed person 

in question according to art. 81, paragraph 1/1 of the Act on Copyrights and Related 

Rights. Consent to publish my image is a statement of consent acc. to art. 60 of the 

Civil Code. The statement of consent  - your consent to distribute your image can not 

be withdrawn easily after the event is finished. As, acc. to art. 61 § 1/2 of the Civil Code, 

withdrawing the consent is effective only if that withdrawing was presented together 

with or before the consent. Processing personal data (your image) acc. to RODO 

(General Data Protection Regulation , GDPR) takes place during the registration 

process basing on the art. 6 § 1/f, according to which: data processing is legal if that is 

necessary for the purposes resulting from the legal business realized by the 

administrator or a third party. The organizer has the right to popularize sport, also 

through movie and photo broadcasting.  

13. I grant the Organizer, Funders and official Partners, a list of which may be found at the 

Organizer’s website, the permission to use my photographs, motion pictures, 

https://www.global.runmageddon.pl/imprezy/runmageddon-sahara-20-03-2020/regulamin
https://www.global.runmageddon.pl/imprezy/runmageddon-sahara-20-03-2020/regulamin
https://www.diki.pl/slownik-angielskiego?q=General+Data+Protection+Regulation
https://www.diki.pl/slownik-angielskiego?q=GDPR


recordings in connection with its commercial purposes advertising RUNMAGEDDON 

races, to disseminate such materials in all media, social media and websites.     

14. My emergency contact is:  

(name, phone number, address)……………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

……………………………………………………………………… 

Place, date, signature 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


